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ABSTRACT 
We consider iterative methods for semidefinite systems Ax = 
A = B - C, where B is not necessarily nonsingular. Necessary and suffi 
tions for convergence are obtained. These are then nsed to obtain 
for block SOR, block SSOR, and -bk& JOR methods for 
block diagonal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider iterative solution procedures for soldg singular 
linear systems 
Ax=b, bERange (1) 
where A is an n by n, Hermitian, positive semidefinite 
matrix. Our aim is to consider variants of the block Jacobi, SOR, 
iterations. The fundamental paper of Keller [l] considers 
splittings 
A=B-C 
with B a nonsingular matrix, Here we allow B 
For example, consider the system of equations 
-Au+vv=f, 
V.u+av=g 
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for a vector field u and scalar o in a region 8 c R3 with bounw &J, having 
Neumann boundary conditions 
and some appropriate conditions on o. This is reminiscent of systems that 
arise in viscous incompressible flow. LBiscretization produces a symmetric 
matrix which, for sufficiently large u, is positive semidefinite. 
This paper concerns block iterative methods. We suppose that A has the 
k by k bkrck structure 
A,, *** A,, 
A= . [I :I * . Akl *-* Akk (2) 
We cd the matrix D = diag(A,,, . . . , A,,) the block diagonal of A. 
For any subspace S of C “, S ’ denotes its orthogonal complement. For 
any matrix X we let N(X) be its null space, R(X) its range, X * its conjugate 
transpose, and X+ its generalized inverse. Recall that 
N(X+)-N(X*)-R(X)‘. 
Also, recall that XX+ is the orthogonal projection onto R(X). 
We shah consider iterations of the form 
x n+l =x” + H(b - Ax") n-0,1,..., (3) 
where N(H)nR(A)- (0). 
Letting T = I - HA we have, for any solution x 
(r n+l - x) = T(x” - x). 
DEFINITION. The square matrix S is an R-matrix if 
rank(P) = rank(S). 
!?I21 
If S is an R-matrix, then S is nonsingular on its own range, and 
C” = R(S)fm(S). 
THEOXIEM 1 (Kutznetsov [4]). Q exists ifund onZy if 
(0 iW = ~~gjlW < 1, 
he+1 
(ii) HA is an R-mutir, 
where a(T) is the set of T’s eigenuaZues. In this case, Q is the Iprojection 
onto N(A) par&Z to R( HA). 
When H and A satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, we say that the 
method (3), or the matrix T, is convergent for A. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shaIl now obtain conditions on a possibly singular 
guarantee convergence for A of the matrix Z - B+A. We then a 
results to analyze block Jacobi overreIaxation, SOR, and 
matrices whose diagonal blocks may be singular. 
LEMMAO. LetA be HPSD. Then (x,Ax)==O ifundunZyifAx=0. 
Proof. Sufficiency is triviaI. For necessity, expand x in the eigenvectors 
of A. n 
We collect here several properties of partitioned HPSD matrices. wquist 
[2] and Albert [l] obtain like results. 
-1. L&theHPSDmabixAbepart&nedasin(2). L&Dbeits 
blockdiugonaZ,andZetE-D-A.l%en: 
(i) N(D)- N(A,l)@N(A,)@ * * * @N(AkL). 
(ii) D is HPSD, as is each of its diagonal bZocks. 
(iii) if, Jim some 1~ j <k, Aifrl =0, thenA,jrj=OforaZZ lki<k. 
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(iv) if E = L + L* where L is strictly luwer triangulur, then Dx = 0 only 
if Lx = L*x = 0; i.e., 
(v) for each a E [0, l), let A(a) be defined by 
A(a) = D - aE. 
Then A(a) is HPSD and 
N( A(a)) c ND). (5) 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. To prove (iii), let x = (0,. , ., xf,. . .,O)* 
with xj iu position j. Then, since Ajjxf = 0, (x, Ax)= (xj, A,,x,)= 0. By 
Lemma 0, 0 = Ax =((Aljx.j)*,..., (AkjXj)*)** 
(iv) is a trivial consequence of (i) and (iii). To prove (v), note that 
A(a) = (1- a)D + aA. 
Both matrices on the right side are HPSD, so A(a) is, too. If A(a)x = 0, then 
0 = ax*Ax + (1 - a)x*Dx. 
Since both terms are nonnegative, both vanish. Since 1 - a > 0, x*Dn = 0. 
Thus, by Lemma 0, L?x = 0. l 
LEMMA 2. If A is Hermitian and B is any matrix such that 
B+B*isHPSD, (0) 
and 
N(B+ B*)ciV(A), (7) 
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thnBA isanR-matix. Zfinaddition 
N(B+ B*)cN(B), 
thenB+A is anR-m&ir. 
(8) 
Proof. Suppose (Bx, x) = 0. Then 
O=(Bx,x)=(B *x, x) = ((B + B*)x, x). 
ByLemmaO,(B+B*)x=O,soby(7)Ax=O.ThusN(B)c~(A)and 
IV( B* ) c lV( A) by the same reasoning. Hence B is nonsingular on 
t 
(A) and 
rank( BA)2 = mnk( BA) unless ABz = 0 for some nonzero x E R( A . But for 
any such z, 
(Bz,z)=O, 
since N(A) _L R(A). As above, this shows that AZ = 0, too, but as 
z = 0. This shows that BA is an R-matrix. For B’A, B+ is also n 
on B(A), since N(B+ ) = N( B*)c A?(A). Now suppose B+x E 
z E R(A). Then, letting u = B+z, we have Bu = BB+z = z, since 
R(A)=N(A)* cN(B*)'=R(B). 
o = (u, z) = (Bu, u), 
so that u E N( B + B* ), By hypothesis, then, x = Bu = 0. n 
The next lemma provides sufficient conditions for satisfaction 
hypothesis of Kuxnetsov’s theorem. Our proof parallels Keller’s for 
a nonsingular matrix B [3]. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be HPSD and let T = Z - BiA, where B is $uch that 
N(B)ciV(A) and N(B*)CN(A), (9) 
the matix P dejbed by 
P=B+B*-A 00) 
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is HPSD, and 
N(P) c N(A). (11) 
Thfm fi(T)<l. 
Proof. By (9), B*, and hence B+, is nonsingular on B(A). Thus TX = x 
if and only if Ax = 0. Now, let u be an eigenvector of T corresponding to the 
eigenvahre A C 1. Thus, 
(1- X)u = B+Au; 
left-multiply by B and take the inner product with u to obtain 
(Bu,%) _ 1 -- 
(BB+Au,u) 1-A’ 
NowR(A)cR(B),sinceaswehaveseen, R(B)l =iV(B*)cN(A);thus 
BB+A=A.Thus,with h=a+iB, 
2(1- a) 1 
k-1 
(Bu, 4 
(1-a)2+j32 -2Re 1-x =l+(Au,u) 
By (ll), (Pu, u) > 0 if ZJ 8 N(A). Thus the last expression on the right is 
positive. The inequality obtained by dropping it yields 
1x1’ = a2 + /3” < 1. 
We now obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence when 
B is HPSD, as is thecase for Jacobi-like methods. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be an HPSD matrix such that N(B) c N(A). Let 
C-B-AandletT==Z-B+A.%nTisconuergentforAifandonlyif 
(i) B+CisHPSDand 
(ii) N(B + C)c h’(A). 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Theorem 1, since th$ hypotheses of 
Lemmas 2 and 3 are easily verified. For necessity, note first that since 
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N(B)ciV(A), if Bx=O, then Cx -Bx-Ax-0-O==O, so N( 
also. Thus R(B) is invariant under all of A, B, and C. For (i) su 
B + C is indefinite. An x E R(B) can be found for which 
so that 
(Cx,x)/(Bx,x)< -1; (12) 
Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem Cx = XBx for R $ R(B), a 
problem which makes sense, since B is nonsingular on R(B) 
Ginvariant. By (12), an eigenvahre h < - 1 exists. Let x be the ei 
Then 
TX-x-B+(B-C)x 
so that 8(T) > 1. For (ii), suppose (B + C)x = 0 while Ax # 0. Take ) E R(B) 
by removing its orthogonal projection on N(B) if necessary-x I mmains 
nonzero, since if x had no com#onent in R(B), Ax would have 
The resulting x still is a nuIl vector of B + C, and Ax is not 
and since B+Bx =x, 
-x-B+Cx 
-x-B+Bx+B+Cx 
“TX, 
so ,5(T) 2 1. I 
As an example, we consider the block-@obi w : 
method,bPsedonthechoiccB=wDwhenDfsthaMocir 
COROLLARY. The BJOR method b omoscnt*AifMdpW~ 
2uD - A is HPSD and iV(clwD,.,+ A) C IV(A). 
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By duming w sufficiently large, these conditions are necessarily satisfied. 
Next, let A = D - L - L*, where L is strictly lower triangular, and 
consider the (symmetric) blocl&SOR method, defined for w # 0 or 2 by 
C=(e)+(+D+L)D+(+D+L*). 
COROLURY. ??w bZock-SSOR method converge fbr A if and only if 
0<#<2. 
Proof. A straightforward computation, making use of Lemma l(iv), 
shows that 
D-(L+L*)+2LD+L* . (13) 
I 
Let us now verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2. It is easy to see that B is 
HPSD and that N(B) c iV( A). To show that B + C is HPSD, note that 
min 
1+(1-o)2 =L 
O<OCB 02 2’ 
By (I3), it suffices, therefore, to show that 
P+D-(L+L*)+2LD+L* 
is HPSD. But P admits the factorization 
wheti 
This shows that P is HPSD. 
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It is likewise sufficient hat N(P) c N(A) to show that iV( B + c) C N(A). 
If Px-0, then 
O=x*Px=(t*x)*(L*x), 
whence L*x = 0. 
Let t and x be partitioned conformably with (2). Considerin the block 
structure of t, we have that 
Of course, for any HPSD matrix X, 
so 
x1 E N((A:,)1'2). 
It follows easily by induction of i that 
and therefore that 
XEN(D)CN(A). 
For o outside [0,2], B + C must be negative semidefinite, as (13) shows. m 
We call the case w = 1 in the BJOR the block-Jacobi method. Wd consider 
the case of block 2-cycIic matrices. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A-D is block 2-q/&, then the block-Jacobi d&hod is 
convergent fmA ifanddyifN(D)=iV(A). 
Prcwf. Every eigenpair of T is an eigenpair o4 (E, D), for if 
Tu=hu 
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then since DD+ E = E, 
Tu-U-D+(D-E)u=hu, 
so that 
Eu=XDu. 
If UEN(A) then A=l; otherwise Du#O and O<(Au,u)=(Du,u)- 
(Eu, u) = (l- h)(Du, u), so that h < 1. Since E is 2-cychc, - X is also an 
eigenvalue, so X > - 1 (see [5]). If N(A) = N(D), we have convergence. But 
if N(A)- N(D) is nonempty, we have 
Eu=Du 
for some u E B(D), so 1 and - 1 are both eigenvahres. n 
We now consider the block-SOR splitting 
B=w-‘D-L, 
C = ~'(1 - w)D + L*. 
THEOREM 4. Block-SOR is cuntmgent jbr an HPSD matrix A if and 
only if 0 < w < 2. 
Proof. Let 0 < w < 2. According to Lemma l(v), since 
B + B* = 20-‘A(w/2), 
we have that B+ B* is HPSD and N(B+B*)cN(D)C N(A). Moreover, 
by Lemma l(iv), N(D) c N(L), so N( B + B*) c N(B). The matrix P of (lo), 
is HPSD, and its null space is contained in N(B), as shown above. Thus 
Lemmas 2 and 3, and hence Theorem 1, apply. 
Our proof that convergence requires 0 < w < 2 mimics the proof of 
Lemma 3. First we dispose of the case w = 0. Actually for o = 0, our 
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definition of the method is nonsense. But the “blockwise” definition 
bi- c Ajkx;+l- 
k<j 
c Ajkxn)P 
k>j 
makes perfect sense. In fact, for w = 0, we have T = Z and B 0. T is 
convergent for A if and only if A is the zero matrix. For w outsid of [0,2), 
weshallshowthat jj(T)klunless A=O.Firstweshowthat ZV(B+ 
f 
cZV(A). 
Let Z?+x = 0. Then B*x = 0. B* is block upper triangular, and it diagonal 
blocks are nonzero multiples of those of A. Partition x as (x , . . . , xk)* 
conformably with A. Then A,,x, = 0. By Lemma l(S), Aik k = 0 for 
1~ i G k - 1; these are the bl+ks in the kth block column of ? B . Hence, 
O=B*x=B*(xl,..., x~_~,O)*. We can repeat this argument o sh w, even- 
tually, that Dx = Ax = 0, as required. 1 
We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3 to show that if TX 7 hr and 
XZlthen 
1 
[ I (Px, x) 2Be l_x =l+(Ax,* 
P is a negative scalar multiple of D if w e [0,2] and is zero for o = ‘2. In the 
formercase,sincer4iV(A),(Px,x)<O,andthisimpIiesthat $(T) IXl>l. 
In the latter, we have ,5(T) = 1X1= 1. 
k 
n 
Concerning necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
A = B - C, we have only partial results. 
Lemmas 2 and 3. When all conditions except (10) are 
B* + C is negative semidefinite, then T is not 
-this was shown in the preceding proof. When B* + C is inde 
cannot say. For example, when 
1 1 a 
A=A(a)= [ 1 1 a a a 21 
and B-D = diag(l,1,2), then for ial <a, A is HP!ID (its 
eigenvalues are 2 f &a); but unless a = 0, B* + C is indefinite: 
trace is 4 and its determinant is - 4a2 < 0, it has exactly one 
two positive eigenvalues. Finally, T(a) = Z - D-IA(a) has the 
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{ 1, [ f (1 - 4a2)“2 - 1]/2} so that 
i 
<l for JaJ<l, 
iQ(a)) =I for ar=l, 
>I for lal>l. 
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